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Dynamic spaces to meet 
your changing needs.

Create a private workspace within the open office for focused work. 
Hanging storages keep the workspace neat while personal credenzas 
double as seating areas for quick discussions.

Working styles and patterns have changed, and so too should our working 
environment. With versatile and adaptable furniture, make the most of your 
office to create a dynamic and effective space. For more inspiration and 
engagement, switch easily from formal to informal, or private to communal 
and vice versa. A unique hybrid of “me-space” and “we-space” for the 
office that will best meet your needs.
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A shared playground
for action and relaxation.
Think of the office as a shared playground. A fun and inviting space for the 
best and brightest to work and focus, to relax and socialize. For an open 
and warm discussion, put together a low-back sofa with some benches or 
pouffes. For more privacy, two high-backs will do the trick. With functional 
furniture, meet, work, relax, and have fun, all within the same walls. 
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Privacy whenever
you need.
The Mov high-back sofa gives you that visual and sound privacy you 
crave. With an extended back-rest, two sofas can be placed opposite 
each other for a private meeting area. Or pair it with a work table for 
extended periods of comfort. For peace and solitude, go with the 
single-seater. 
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More choices
for exciting variety.
For even more comfort and warmth, choose the Mov low-back sofa which 
comes with a curved back rest. Perfect for your office lounge, reception, 
and anywhere else for a cozy environment. Available in one, two and 
three-seaters. 
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A different pouffe,
a different vibe.

The Mov pouffe, a unique design inspired by the chess pawn, a versatile 
piece that goes well with your other office furniture. Place this pretty eye

candy anywhere to create that magical spark. 

The Mov bench, with extended seating capacity for varied use. Ideal for 
entrances, pantries and meeting areas. Available in two sizes for more 
configurations. 

A matching bench,
a meaningful difference.
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Divide and
conquer.
Use the Mov mobile screen to create effective partitions 
anywhere, anytime. Comes with a magnetic whiteboard 
and a marker holder for easy brainstorming and 
note-taking. Fabric upholstered base conveys a sense 
of warmth and class. Available in a varied palette of 
colours to suit different decor styles. 
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Stay connected. 
Sofas come with the option of integrated 
power points for seamless and easy 
charging. Enjoy the luxury of the sofa while 
using your device. Work and play in the 
comfort you deserve. 

More than
a table.

A unique design consistent with the rest 
of the Mov family, with matching fabric 
upholstered base for a soft look. Enjoy the 
option of an integrated power point with 
concealed cables to charge your mobile 
devices. Choose from two different heights 
to make it a coffee table or work table. 
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Sunset 304 / Marigold 305 / Gravel 103 Amazon 703 / Cloud 101 / Gravel 103

Oasis 405 / Sand 501 / Gravel 103 Lavender 903 / Bark 901 / Gravel 103

Citrine 801 / Cloud 101 / Ash 401 Turquoise 402 / Cloud 101 / Ash 401

Ruby 303 / Bark 901 / Gravel 103 Sand 501 / Cloud 101 / Gravel 103
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Technical Specifications
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Mov Bench Pouffe

Mov Low

Mov High

Mov Coffee Table

Mov Meeting Table

Mov Whiteboard Screen


